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Abstract: The San Francisco Public Library Performing Artists Photograph Collection consists of 1,670 photographic prints from 1890 to 1950 collected by the Music Department of the San Francisco Public Library. This artificial collection of publicity photographs and performing artists’ portraits was originally assembled by San Francisco Public Library’s Music Department head librarian Jessica Fredericks as a collection of autographs. In addition to these, the Music Department incorporated photographs dedicated to and donated by Selby Oppenheimer. Oppenheimer was a local impresario and once the managing director of the Opera House. Many of the photographs are autographed – with dedications to the San Francisco Public Library, Jessica Fredericks, and/or Selby Oppenheimer. Fredericks and Oppenheimer collected the photographs between 1917 and 1950. The artificial collection includes portraits of conductors, opera singers, instrumentalists, dancers, directors and composers.

Physical Location: The collection is stored onsite.

Language of Materials: Collection materials are in English.

Conditions Governing Access

The collection is available for use during San Francisco History Center’s Photo Desk hours.

Publication Rights

All requests for permission to publish from photographs must be submitted in writing to the Photo Curator. Permission for publication is given on behalf of the San Francisco Public Library as the owner of the physical items.

Preferred Citation

[Identification of item], San Francisco Public Library Performing Artists Photograph Collection (SFP 87), San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library.

Provenance

Gift. 2014.

Related Materials

Researchers are encouraged to see also the Musicians' Letters Autograph Collection (1880-1966) in San Francisco Public Library's Art, Music and Recreation Center.

Biography

Jessica Fredericks (1887 – 1979) was head of San Francisco Public Library’s Music Department 1917-1950. Jessica Fredericks was born on September 29, 1887. Largely self-taught, her formal education consisting of only three months of high school and summer coursework on library reference work at the University of California. In 1916 she began working as a substitute librarian at the San Francisco Public Library, despite lacking the prerequisite high school diploma. Because of her musical background and her experience teaching piano, she was asked upon the opening of the new Main Library in 1917 to head the Music Department. She strove to make the Library's Music Department a part of the City's musical life. During her career, Fredericks wrote the book California Composers: Biographical Notes (1934) and various articles for Pacific Coast Musical Review, Musical West and other music publications. Upon retiring from her job in 1950, she moved to Mexico and lived nearly 30 more active years.

Selby C. Oppenheimer (1879 – 1941) was a well-known San Francisco impresario and managing director of the San Francisco War Memorial Opera House and Veteran’s Building.

Oppenheimer was a San Francisco native. In their home, Mr. and Mrs. Selby Oppenheimer had a Steinway baby grand piano which had over 400 autographs on its interior by the contemporary world’s greatest musicians who visited San Francisco. The couple began collecting the autographs in the early 1920s.

Scope and Content
The San Francisco Public Library Performing Artists Photograph Collection consists of 1,670 photographic prints from 1890 to 1950 collected by the Music Department of the San Francisco Public Library. This artificial collection of publicity photographs and performing artists' portraits was originally assembled by San Francisco Public Library's Music Department head librarian Jessica Fredericks as a collection of autographs. In addition to these, the Music Department incorporated photographs dedicated to and donated by Selby Oppenheimer. Oppenheimer was a local impresario and once the managing director of the Opera House. Many of the photographs are autographed – with dedications to the San Francisco Public Library, Jessica Fredericks, and/or Selby Oppenheimer. Fredericks and Oppenheimer collected the photographs between 1917 and 1950. The artificial collection includes portraits of conductors, opera singers, instrumentalists, dancers, directors and composers. Most of these performing artists visited San Francisco for performance dates. There are a significant amount of photographs of Yehudi Menuhin, la Argentina, Anna Case, Feodor Chaliapin, Ruth Draper, Florence Easton, Ossip and Clara Gabrilowitsch, Galli-Curci, Frieda Hempel, Harald Kreutzberg, Josef Lhevinne, Grace Moore, Sigrid Onegin, Rosa Ponselle, Elizabeth Rethberg, Ruth St. Dennis, and Laurence Tibbett. The majority of the photographs have the photographer or photo studio noted on the backside of the photograph. Noted San Francisco photography studios represented in the collection include Hartsook, Gabriel Moulin and Romaine Studios. In addition to the San Francisco photography studios, there are a significant amount of photographs by the following photographers and photo studios - Apeda Studio, Bain News, G. Maillard Kesslere, Lumiere Studio, Moffett Studio, Herman Mishkin, Underwood and Underwood, and White Studios. Geographic locations of the portrait studios include New York, Cuba, San Francisco, Paris, Berlin, Rome, Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle, Philadelphia, and Kansas City.

**Arrangement**

Photographs are arranged alphabetically by performing artist's last name. Some performing artists may have more than one photograph.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

Performing arts.
Entertainers.
Entertainers -- Portraits.
Photographic prints, 1890-1900.
Photographic prints -- 1900-1910.
Photographic prints -- 1910-1920.
Photographic prints, 1920-1930.
Photographic prints, 1930-1940
Photographic prints, 1940-1950
Portrait photographs
Publicity photographs
Fredericks, Jessica M.
Oppenheimer, Selby C.

box 1, folder 1  
**Abbas - Attl 1910 - 1945**

Physical Description: 42 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents

Performing artists: Abas, Mathan; Adcock, Merle; Adler, Herbert; Adler, Kurt Herbert; Adler, Larry; Agnini, Armando; Ahos, Nathan; Albanese, Licia; Albrecht, Prince Joachim; Alcock, Merle; Aldrich, Mariska; Alsen, Elsa; Althouse, Paul; Alvary, Lorenzo; Amato, Pasquale; Arden, Cecil; la Argentina; Attl, Kajetan

Photographers / Photo Studios: G. Maillard Kesslere; Underwood and Underwood; J Abresch; Amer P Studio; Aime Dupont; C Mishkin; d'Ora; Arkatov
Bacon - Burrian 1890-1950

Physical Description: 80 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents

Performing artists: Bacon, Ernest; Baker, George; Baklanoff; Ballesten, Vicente; Bambrick, Winfred (Sousa); Barrere, George; Barrett, Lawrence; Barrientos, Maria; Bartalini; Barth, Hans (Professor); Bartlett, Ethel + Robertson, Rae; Batchelder, Lincoln; Bauer, Harold; Bay, Colwyn (Riviere); Beale, Kitty; Beel, Sigmund; Benedict, Sir Julius; Bianchi, Carmelina; Bier (Brer), Allan; Bispham, David; Blechschmidt, Hans; Bloch, Ernest; Boerner, Charlotte; Bolet, Jorge; Bolm, Adolph; Bonci, Alessandro; Bonelli, Richard; Borgioli, Dino; Bori, Lucrezia; Borisoff, Josef; Bos, Coenraad; Bourskauga, Ina; Brailewsky, Alexander; Brard, Magdeleine; Braslau, Sophie; Breeskin, Elias; Britt, Horace; Brown, Eddy; Brown, Gilmore; Brownlee, John; Bruckner, Anton (Brucizner); Burke, Billy; Burrian, Karl

Photographers / Photo Studios: Sandau; Sarony Studio; Marcia Stein; White Studios; M. Dobkii; Kossuth; Maurice Goldberg; C Mishkin; F O Wolter; Apeda Studio; C H Martin; Wilsons; Herman Mishkin; Theodore C. Marceau; D Lange; Stillman; Emil Otto Hoppe; S Bransberg; De Gueldre; G. Maillard Kesslere; Hanner; Massaglia; Romaine Studio; J A Piver; Shifflr

Caccialanza - Christianson 1886-1950

Physical Description: 59 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents

Performing artists: Caccialanza, Gisella; Cadman, Charles W.; Calve, Emma; Carreras, Maria; Carteri, Rosanna; Caruso, Enrico; Carver, Charles; Cary, Annie Louise; Casadesus, Robert; Casals, Pablo; Case, Anna; Casiglia, Arturo; Casselle, Yola; Cassini, G; Cavalieri, Tina; Chaliapin, Feodor; Chamlee, Mario; Chavez, Carlos; Chiesa, (Vivian) Della; Christensen, William; Christensen, William and Reid, Janet; Christianson, Lew

Photographers / Photo Studios: Reutlinger; Mary D Clarke; Villani; Underwood and Underwood; Theodore C. Marceau; M I Boris; Bain News; Strauss-Peyton Studio; Herman Mishkin; De Guelde; Frederick Bushnell; Romaine Studio; M Seymour

Cimini-Curzi 1890-1950

Physical Description: 76 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents

Performing artists: Cimini, Pietro; Clairbert, Clare; Claussen, Julia; Claussens, Maria; Clement, Ada; Clement, Ada and Hodghead, L.; Coates, Albert; Coint, Jacques; Conrad, Karin; Cooper, Charles; Copland; Crotot, Alfred; Crotot, Alfred + Thibaud, J.; Cossack, Don; Costa, Mary; Cotreuil; Cottlow, Agusta; Craft, Marcella; Crawford, Dorothy; Crimi, Giulio; Crooks, Richard; Cross, Milton; Culp, Julia; Curzi, Cesare

Photographers / Photo Studios: Moffett Studio; Marchand; G. Maillard Kesslere; White Studios; Imagene Cunningham; Apeda Studio; Rembrandt Studio; Elite Studio; Lumiere Studio; Kenney; C Mishkin; Ferrand Studio; Carlo Edwards; Ira L Hill; E Schneider; Kossuth; Underwood and Underwood; Herman Mishkin; Bain News
D'Alvarez - Dux 1890-1950

Physical Description: 87 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Performing artists: D'Alvarez, Margeurite; D'Aranyi, Jelly; D'Arville, Camille (Crellin); Dadmun, Royal; Dale, Ethel; Dalis, Irene; DalMonte, Toti; Damrosch, Walter; Danise, G; David, Anna Louise; Dayton, June; Debovsky, Louis; Debruille, Alexander; Defrenne, Lucienne; Destal, Fred; Destinn, Emmy; Didur, Adamo; Dilling, Mildred; Doe, Doris; Donnelly, Myrtle-Claire; Dorfmann, Ania; Doty, Marylyn; Dozier, Marian; Draper, Paul; Draper, Ruth; Dua, O; Dufranne, Hector; Dufresne, Edouard; Dumensnil; Dunham, Katherine; Duse, Eleonora; Duval, Franc; Dux, Claire

Photographers / Photo Studios: Underwood and Underwood; Rembrandt Studio; Ben Pinchot; Herman Mishkin; O K Vogelsang; Elzin; Romaine Studio; Emil Otto Hoppe; Nickolas Mur; Isabey; Majestic Studio; Matzene Studio; Moffett Studio; Celebrity Studio

Easton - Eybel 1900 - 1950

Physical Description: 62 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Easton, Florence; Eddy, Clarence; Eichhein, Henry; Elkus, Albert; Elman, Mischa; Elmo, Chloe; Enesco, Georges; Engell, Birgit; Enters, Agna; Entremont, Philippe; Ermolova, Nadine; Errolle, Marthe; Erskine, John; Eybel, Querita

Photographers / Photo Studios: Bruno of Hollywood; Apeda Studio; Bain News; Underwood and Underwood; Herman Mishkin; Noack; G. Maillard Kesslere; Alban; Rembrandt Studio; Morse; Kerr; A. Badoni

Fanning - Frijsch 1900-1950

Physical Description: 30 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Fanning, Cecil; Farbman, Harry; Farncroft, Audrey; Fauchald, Nora; Faulk, Ellen; Fenn, Jean; Ferrier, Kathleen; Fitziu, Anna; Fleisher, Leon; Flesch, Carl; Foster, Roland and Wife Jessica Roland; Francescatti, Zino; Freemantle, Frederic; Fremstad, Olive; Friedman, Ignaz; Frijsch, Povla

Photographers / Photo Studios: Baker Art Gallery; Barbeau; deforest; Apeda Studio; J Abreesh; Bain News; Aime Dupont; C Mishkin; Alise B; Underwood and Underwood

Gabrilowitsch - Gbur 1900-1950

Physical Description: 80 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Gabrilowitsch, Clara; Gabrilowitsch, Ossip; Gadski, Johanna; Galeffi, Carlo; Galli-Curci; Gandolfi, Alfredo; Ganz, Rudolph; Garden, Mary; Gardner, Samuel; Garrison, Mabel; Gates, Lucy; Gauthur, Eva; Gbur, Jan

Photographers / Photo Studios: Apeda Studio; Gabriel Moulin; Mary D Clarke; Underwood and Underwood; Herman Mishkin; Aime Dupont; Pach Brothers; Moffett Studio; Royal Atelier; G. Maillard Kesslere; Strauss-Peyton Studio; C Mishkin; Lumiere Studio; Keystone; DeGueldre; Bain News; Hartsook; Matzene Studio; Frederick Bushnell; Noubar
Findings for the San Francisco Public Library Performing Artists Photograph Collection...

**box 1, folder 9  Gegna - Gustafson 1900-1950**

**Physical Description:** 92 Photographic Prints  
**Scope and Contents**
Performing artists: Gegna, Max; Gentle, Alice; Georgi, Yvonne; Gerardy, Jean; Gerhardt, Elena; Ghitis, M; Giannini, Dusolina; Gibson, Barbara; Gieseking, Walter; Gilbert, Billy; Given, Thelma; Gluck, Alma; Godowsky, Leopold; Gogorza, Emilio de; Gold, Julius; Goldman; Goldschmidt, Nicolas; Gordon, Jeanne; Gordon, Marcus; Gordon, Phillip; Gordon, Taylor; Graf, Uta; Graham, Martha; Grainger, Percy; Grandjany, Marcel; Graveure, Louis; Green, Johnny; Grob-Prandl, Gertrude; Guilbert, Yvette; Gustafson, Lillian  
Photographers / Photo Studios: Binder; Maurice Goldberg; N Johnston; N Muray; Bender; L Kanarian; A O Hohen; Art Forge; Beausacq; Ames; Morse; Cambett Studio; Underwood and Underwood; A A Boughton; Herman Mishkin; Apeda Studio

**box 1, folder 10  Hackett - Hyde 1900-1950**

**Physical Description:** 93 Photographic Prints  
**Scope and Contents**
Performing artists: Hackett, Arthur; Hackett, Charles; Haitink, Bernard; Hall, Betty; Hambourg, Boris; Hand, John; Hardeman, Florence; Harrington, Claire; Harris, Roy; Harshaw, Margaret; Hatfield, Lansing; Healy, Frank; Hecht, Elias; Heifitz, Jascha; Hempel, Frieda; Henry, Harold; Herbert, Walter; Hertz, Alfred; Hess; Hess, Myra; Heyman, Sir Henry; Hidalgo, Elvira de; Hillman, Jack Edward; Hirsch, Max; Hofmann, Josef; Horder, Barbara; Horowitz, Vladimir; House, Judson; Houseman, Rosalie; Howard, Joe; Huard, Baroness; Hume, Benita; Hyde, Oro  
Photographers / Photo Studios: Campbell Studio; Aylett; Apeda Studio; Herman Mishkin; J Abresch; Ray Ashman; Underwood and Underwood; Terkelson; J. Marron; Horner; Hartsook; Ira L Hill; Romaine Studio; DeGueldre; Vandamm Studio; Moffett Studio; Hartsook; Terkeleon; A Petersen; Romaine Studio; White Studios

**box 1, folder 11  Iturbi - Ivanova 1910-1950**

**Physical Description:** 4 Photographic Prints  
**Scope and Contents**
Performing artists: Iturbi, Jose; Ivanova, Mme.

**box 1, folder 12  Jacobinoff - Jordan 1910-1950**

**Physical Description:** 45 Photographic Prints  
**Scope and Contents**
Performing artists: Jacobinoff, Jascha; Jagel, Frederick; Janis, Byron; Jeritza, Maria; Jess, Grace Wood; Jessel, Georgie; Johnson, Edward; Johnson, J. Rosamond; Johnson, Edward; Johnson, Hall; Jones, Maynard; Jordan, Mary  
Photographers / Photo Studios: Kubey-Rembrandt Studios; Apeda Studio; L Melancon; Elzin; C Klein; Stephens Studio; E Hostetler; Witzel; Hartsook; Bain News; Raymor; Herman Mishkin; Nasib; Bruno of Hollywood

**box 1, folder 13  Kalova - Kruse 1900-1950**

**Physical Description:** 70 Photographic Prints  
**Scope and Contents**
Performing artists: Kalova, Lizeta; Kander, Gerhard; Karle, Theo; Keener, Suzanne; Keth, William; Kindler, Hans; Kipnis, Alexander; Kirsten, Dorothy; Klose, Margarethe; Kochanski, Paul; Koschetz, Mira; Kratina, Rudolph; Kravitz, Harold; Kreisler, Fritz; Kremer, Isa; Kreutzberg Dancers; Kreutzberg, Harald; Kristoffy, Joanna; Kruger, Emmy; Kruse, Leon  
Photographers / Photo Studios: A B Zarov; Lainer; Dames and Arrow; S Oinger; Apeda Studio; M I Boris; D. Haven; Robertson; Maurice Goldberg; J Strelecky; Hartsook; Underwood and Underwood; C Mishkin

---
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box 1, folder 14  **La Forge - Lucchese 1890-1950**

Physical Description: 81 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents

Performing artists: LaForge, Frank; Lamont, F.; Langenhan, Christine; Lashanska, Hulda; Lask, George; Lazarri, Carolina; Leginska, Ethel; Lehmann, Lotte; Leinsdorf, Erich; Lemare, Edwin; Lennox, Elizabeth; Lerner, Tina; Levitzki, Mischa; Lewis, Richard; Lhevinne, Josef; Lichtenstein, Victor; Lierurance, Thurlow; Ligeti, Desire; Lloyd, Doris; Lubovski, Calmon; Lucchese, Josephine

Photographers / Photo Studios: Daguerre; Campbell Studio; Apeda Studio; Floyd; Falk; Terkelson & Henry; Campbell Studio; Francis Joseph Bruguiere; Kubey-Rembrandt Studios; G. Maillard Kessler; Lumiere Studio; Henningsenn; Herman Mishkin; Bain News; A Eckstein; Hartsook; Dole Studio; Balon; John Weiss; Reick-Jepsen

---

box 2, folder 1 **Maazel - Maynor 1910-1950**

Physical Description: 65 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents

Performing artists: Maazel, Lorin; Macbeth, Florence; MacLewis, Stanley; Maeterlinck, Maurice; Magand, Ismael; Maier, Guy; Maier, Guy and Patterson, Lee; Mana, Zucca; Mannen, Joan; Manning, Kathleen Lockhart; Mannuzzi, Marchesi, Friedrich; Marcossos, Issac; Marcossos, J.F.; Mari, Dolores; Mario, Queena; Marshall, Charles; Martin, Riccardo; Martinelli, Giovanni; Martini, R.; Mason, Edith; Mason, Redfern; Massay; Matzenauer, Margaret; Maurel, Barbara; Maxwell; Maynor, Dorothy

Photographers / Photo Studios: Golling; Ideil; Moffett Studio; White Studios; Witzel; G. Maillard Kessler; Herb Mitchell; Pach Brothers; J Abresch; C H Davis; H. A. Atwell Studio; Livingstone; Bain News; Kubey-Rembrandt Studios; Murillo; Campbell Studio; DeGueldre; DeBellis Studio

---

box 2, folder 2  **McCabe - Mirovitch 1910 - 1950**

Physical Description: 88 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents

Performing artists: McCabe, Sara Ann; McCormack, John; McCormic, Mary; McDuhae, Allen; McKnight, Harry; McManus; McQuahae, Allen (McDuhae); Meisle, Kathryn; Melba, Nellie; Melchoir, Lauritz; Melius; Melton, James; Melville, Emelie; Melville, Marguerite Liszniewski; Menuhin, Yehudi; Mero, Yolanda; Merola, Gaetano; Middleton, Arthur; Mihailoff, Sergei; Miller, Rosalie; Millington, Norris; Minetti, Guilio; Minghetti, A.; Miramova, Elena; Mirovitch, Alfred

Photographers / Photo Studios: Audrey Kahle; G L M Freres; Romaine Studio; Apeda Studio; Fisher; Elzin; Jacobi; Bachrach; Blackstone Studio; Lumiere Studio; Underwood and Underwood; Herman Mishkin; Francis Joseph Bruguiere; Hartsook; Romaine Studio; Coleman; Moffett Studio; Alban; Bruno of Hollywood

---

box 2, folder 3  **Modjeska - Muzio 1910-1950**

Physical Description: 65 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents

Performing artists: Modjeska, Madame; Moiseiwitch, Benno; Majicke, Jose; Monaco, Mario del; Monteux, Pierre; Moody, Marjorie; Moore, Grace; Morgan, Virginia; Morgana, Nina; Morison, Patricia; Mortimer, Myra; Moscona, Nicola; Moudry, Jaunice; Moynagh, Joan Marie; Munsell, Patrice; Munz, Mieczyflew; Muratore, Lucien; Murphy, Dean; Murphy, Lambert; Music Lover's Society; Muzio, Claudia

Photographers / Photo Studios: d'Ora; Carlo Edwards; Hollman; Bruno of Hollywood; Bain News; Herman Mishkin; Moffett Studio; Orthoprint
Namara - Novaes 1910-1950

Physical Description: 24 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Namara; Nash, Frances; Neblett, Leona; Nelli, Herva; Ney, Elly; Nicolich, Antonio; Nielson, Alice; Novak, Elena; Nordica, Lillian; Novaes, Guiomar

Photographers / Photo Studios: Ira L Hill Studio; N Buttemere; Apeda Studio; Curtis Bell; Underwood and Underwood; Frederick Bushnell; Moffett Studio; C Mishkin; Bruno of Hollywood; Bain News

Oistrakh - O'Sullivan 1915-1950

Physical Description: 30 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Oistrakh, David; Olivero, Lodovico; Onegin, Sigrid; Oppenheimer, Selby; Ormay, Gyula; Ornstein, Leo; Osten, Eva Plaschke von der; O'Sullivan, Denis

Photographers / Photo Studios: Throne; H E Hull; Hartsook; Moffett Studio; H Henschel; E Schneider; Apeda Studio; E Townsend

Pachmann - Purvis 1890-1950

Physical Description: 96 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Pachmann, Vladimir de; Paderewski, Ignaz; Page, Ruth; Panizza, Ettore; Papi, Gennaro; Parlow, Kathleen; Paseova; Passmore, Dorothy; Passmore, Suzanne; Patti, Adelina; Pattiison, Lee; Pavloska, Irene; Pavlova, Anna; Pazinor, Radaiva; Pazmore, Radiana; Pelletier, Wilfred; Peralta, Frances; Peroni, Carlo; Persinger, Louis; Peterson, Mary; Pettis, Ashley; Peyton, Charles; Piastra, Michel; Picco, Millo; Pinza, Ezio; Pistor, G; Pitts, Zasu; Polaceo, Giorgio; Polah, Andre; Pollain, Fernand, Capitain; Pons, Lily; Ponselle, Rosa; Popper, Jan; Powell, Mabel; Prihoda, Vasa; Pro Arte String Quartet; Purvis, Richard

Photographers / Photo Studios: G. Maillard Kessiere; Underwood and Underwood; Hartsook; Moffett Studio; DeGueldredre; Apeda Studio; White Studios; Hoover Art Studio; J H Connelly; Daguerre; S Bransberg; Dobson Studio; Frank Read; E Hutchinson; C Mishkin; Herman Mishkin; Jose Reyes; Blackstone; Elzin; Morse; Alman Co; Gabriel Moulin; W S Randolph; Ilse Liedtle; H Haas; Vandamm Studio; Moffett Studio; Kucker; Carlo Edwards; Cosmo-Sileo Associates; Lavioso; Lumiere Studio; Bain News; Frank C. Bangs; Underwood and Underwood

Quilco 1960

Physical Description: 1 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Quilco, Louis

Raisa - Ruigo 1900-1950

Physical Description: 60 Photographic Prints

Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Raisa, Rosa; Rappaport, Albert; Raye, Martha; Rea, Virginia; Reszke Singers, de; Reithberg; Richter-Haaser, Hans; Richter, Clarence; Riegelman, Mabel; Righter, May Marshall; Rimini, Giacomo; Robeson, Paul; Robin, Mado; Roggero, Margaret; Ros, Enrico; Roselle, Anne; Rosenblatt, Josef; Rostropovich, Mstislav; Rothwell, Walter; Rubinstein, Artur; Rubinstein, Erna; Rudiger, Hans; Ruigo, Margarite

Photographers / Photo Studios: Moffett Studio; Mazene; Hartsook; Daguerre; Butler; Charles H Davis; Lumiere Studio; Apeda Studio; DeGueldredre; Laveccha Studio; Matzene Studio; J Abresch; H Tarr; E Townsend; C O Erickson; Hahn Nachet; John Weiss
Sabanieva - Scott 1880-1950
Physical Description: 54 Photographic Prints
Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Sabanieva, Thalia; Sabatini, Carlo; St. Dennis, Ruth; Salvi, Albert; Salzedo, Carlos; Sanroma, Jesus; Saroya, Bianca; Saslavsky; Saville, Frances; Schelling, Ernest; Schipa, Tito; Schmitz, E. Robert; Schnabel, Arthur; Schneider, Ed; Schoeffler, Paul; Schoop, Trudi; Schulda-Muller, Harris; Schumann-Heink, Ernestine; Schumann, Elizabeth; Schwartz, Vera; Schwarz, Joseph; Scott, Hazel
Photographers / Photo Studios: Lomax; H Tarr; Maurice Goldberg; Walery; Rembrandt Studio; V Angerer; Reutlinger; Aime Dupont; E F Foley; Herbt Mitchell; Gene Hanner; E M Monroe; Bain News; El Prado; J Kriegmann

Seagle - Sousa 1890-1950
Physical Description: 56 Photographic Prints
Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Seagle, Oscar; Sebastian, George; Sedano, Carlos; Segurola, de; Seidel, Toscha; Senior, Rachel (Sousa Band); Serato: Shafer, John; Sharlow, Myrna; Sharr, Frederick; Shawn, Ted; Sherman, Leander; Shlikewitz, Mme A.; Shorr, Lev; Shuk, Lajos; Silva, Giulio; Simionato, Giulietta; Sienczynska, Ruth; Smallens, Alexander;; Smyth, Ethelynde; Solovieff, Miriam; Sorelle, Elise; Sorrentino, Umberto; Sousa Band-Sax Section; Sousa, Lt. Cmdr. John Philip
Photographers / Photo Studios: Garro; Lumiere Studio; C Mishkin; G. Maillard Kessiere; Ossip Garber; Moffett Studio; Maul and Fox; John Weiss; Ella G Ball; Theodore C. Marceau; Matzene Studio

Spadoni - Szigeti 1900-1940
Physical Description: 75 Photographic Prints
Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Spadoni, Giacomo; Spalding, Albert; Sparkes, Lenora; Speare, Dorothy; Stahl, Rose; Stallings, Louise; Stanley, Helen; Steber, Eleanor; Steckenko, Ivan; Steeb, Olga; Steinberg, William; Stekeckieviez; Sten, Suzanne; Stephens, Percy Rector; Stevens, Risse; Stickles, William; Straccarri, Riccardo; Stranksy, Joseph; Strauss, Lawrence; Suhau, Ludvig (Suhaus); Sullivan, Brian; Sutro, Rose and Ottillie; Swarhout, Gladys; Swinford, Jerome; Szigeti, Joseph
Photographers / Photo Studios: Matzene Studio; Royal Atelier; Herman Mishkin; Bachrach; Nickolas Mur; Harrison Clark; White Studios; DeBaron Studio; Underwood and Underwood; V Georg; Hartsook; Bruno of Hollywood; E Townsend; Apeda Studio; James L Allen; Fiannebery; Moffett Studio

Tajo-Tyroler 1900-1950
Physical Description: 83 Photographic Prints
Scope and Contents
Performing artists: Tajo, Italo; Talley, Marion; Tarasova, Nina; Tebaldi, Renata; Telmanyi, Emil; Teresina; Teyte, Maggie; Thibaud, Jacques; Thomas, Edna; Thomas, John Charles; Tibbett, Laurence; Tilly, Marguerite; Tokatyan, Armand; Traubel, Helen; Trensan, V.; Truc, Georges; Tucker, Richard; Tummimina, Josephine; Turner, Claramea; Tyrolier, William (Tyn)
Photographers / Photo Studios: Blackstone; Hodson; Montacchini; Bruno of Hollywood; Maurice Goldberg; Alban; Hall; Orthoprint; G. Maillard Kessiere; Apeda Studio; Nickolas Mur; Herman Mishkin; Bain News; Carlo Edwards; Roy Richter; Lomax; John A Piver; Matzene Studio; Rembrandt Studio; Sedge Lebla; J J Kriegmann; Lumiere Studio; Koons; Strauss-Peyton Studio
box 2, folder 13  **Uppman - Ury 1940-1950**
- Physical Description: 2 Photographic Prints
- Scope and Contents
- Performing artists: Uppman, Theodor; Ury, Tanya
- Photographers / Photo Studios: Bender

box 2, folder 14  **Vallin - Vollman 1900-1950**
- Physical Description: 20 Photographic Prints
- Scope and Contents
- Performing artists: Vallin, Ninon; Van Gordon, Cyrena; Van Tuyl; Vescovi, Lucillade de; Vettori, Elda; Vicarino, Regina; Vidas, Raoul; Violin, Mischa; Vollman, Jocelyn
- Photographers / Photo Studios: J Abresch; Nishiyama; Arual; Beidler; Moffett Studio; E Townsend; Hemenway; Herman Mishkin

box 2, folder 15  **Wagner - Woodbridge 1900-1950**
- Physical Description: 29 Photographic Prints
- Scope and Contents
- Performing artists: Wagner, Charles L.; Waldrop, Uda; Warenskjold, Dorothy; Warnery, Edmond; Warren, Leonard; Webb, Wang; Weede, Robert; Weinen, Frances; Wenzel, Walter; Werrenrath, Reinald; Weston, Carol; White, Roderick; Whiteman, Paul; Wittgenstein; Wolfe, Lawrence; Woodbridge, Frances
- Photographers / Photo Studios: Herman Mishkin; Apeda Studio; Vayana; Davies; DeBellis Studio; Autrey; C A Myers; Matzene Studio; E Townsend; Vreeland; White Studios; Underwood and Underwood; Bachrach; Sid Whiting

box 2, folder 16  **Yaw - Ysaye 1900-1940**
- Physical Description: 9 Photographic Prints
- Scope and Contents
- Performing artists: Yaw, Ellen Beach; Ysaye, Eugene
- Photographers / Photo Studios: Apeda Studio; Bain News; Herman Mishkin

box 2, folder 17  **Zanelli - Zimbalist 1900-1950**
- Physical Description: 13 Photographic Prints
- Scope and Contents
- Performing artists: Zanelli, Renato; Zecchi, Carlo; Zerola; Zimbalist, Alma Gluck; Zimbalist, Efrem
- Photographers / Photo Studios: Duhrkoop; Herman Mishkin; M Arellanol

flat-box Box 3  **Allan - Schumann-Heink 1895-1925**
- Scope and Contents
- Performing artists: Allan, Maud; Gogorza, Emilio de; Gondre, Mona; Grieg, Edward; Hertz, Alfred; Joachim, Joseph; Mero, Yolanda; Saville, Frances; Schipa, Tito; Sembrich, Marcella; Schmitz, E. Robert; Schumann-Heink, Ernestine